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Introduction

On 12 April 1961, Yuri Gagarin became the first human to travel into space. His 2-hour voyage aboard the Vostok 3KA-2 definitively demonstrated that humans could survive in space. In the 55 years since Gagarin’s historic flight, hundreds of astronauts and cosmonauts have travelled into space, mankind has visited the moon and it is now realistic to believe that a manned mission to Mars will commence in the foreseeable future.

Space is a uniquely harsh environment. The lack of oxygen and presence of microgravity and space radiation predispose astronauts to a wide range of health problems. The microgravity, busy mission schedules and lack of medical equipment make treating acute health problems during spaceflight extremely difficult. Prevention of disease is therefore of the utmost importance and by ensuring astronauts remain healthy, aerospace medicine physicians make a vital contribution to the success of missions into space.

The combined oral contraceptive pill (COC) is one medication that could be used to prevent health problems in space. Whilst there is no official requirement for them to do so, the vast majority of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA) female astronauts choose to use the COC whilst in space (P Stepaniak, NASA Flight Surgeon, personal communication, 23 October 2006). Whilst much is known about the physiological effects of the COC on Earth, there has been no discussion of the potential benefits and disadvantages of its use in space. Such a discussion must take into account the effects of spaceflight on human physiology and the fact that modern female astronauts are a highly selected, motivated and, in general, healthy group of individuals.

This article aims to review the potential benefits and disadvantages of using the COC during long-duration stays in space. It begins with a discussion of the gynaecological effects of the COC. It then examines how the COC might influence the effects of spaceflight on the human musculoskeletal system. Finally, it explores ways in which the COC could affect other systems of the body in ways that are relevant to spaceflight.

Gynaecological effects of the COC in space

Contraceptive effects

Current astronaut crews typically contain both men and women. This is advantageous because it allows astronaut selection to take place from a wide potential pool of candidates and also because mixed-gender crews are more likely to enjoy a favourable social climate than single-sex crews. This has been demonstrated by a study in a French polar station and by a European Space Agency Study, which studied the behaviour of groups isolated in a hyperbaric chamber.

However, mixed-gender crews raise the possibility that heterosexual sexual intercourse could occur in space. The average age of a new female astronaut is 32 years and so such intercourse could result in conception. The ability of vertebrates to mate and conceive offspring whilst in space has already been demonstrated by an historic experiment carried out onboard the International Microgravity Laboratory in which a pair of Medaka fish mated, conceived and hatched eggs.

Such a pregnancy must be avoided for the sake of the fetus and the mother. In vitro cultures of human stem cells in space have been shown to grow less rapidly than control cultures grown on Earth. This suggests that microgravity, or some other characteristic of space, might predispose a fetus to developmental abnormality. In addition, the high levels of galactic cosmic radiation to which astronauts are exposed, even when within their spacecraft, could be teratogenic. Furthermore, pregnancy is associated with significant maternal morbidity and mortality and should a pregnancy-induced illness develop during spaceflight, available treatment modalities would be limited. For example, if a crewmember were to develop an ectopic pregnancy that was not amenable to medical treatment with methotrexate, no surgical treatment could be offered.

The COC could be used in space to prevent pregnancy from occurring. It is a highly effective contraceptive and, when used correctly it has a Pearl index (number of pregnancies per 100 years of person use) of approximately 0.1,12,13 Whilst actual first-year failure rates are approximately 8%,13,14 astronauts are highly motivated individuals who could be expected to use the COC correctly, The COC therefore has the potential to prevent pregnancies in space, which could prove highly beneficial.

Menstrual problems

Menstrual problems could also be deleterious to spaceflight. More than 50% of women suffer from menstrual pain (dysmenorrhoea). In 1 in 20 women, this pain is sufficiently severe to impact on daily activities. Excessively heavy menstrual bleeding (menorrhagia) is another common menstrual complaint that can interfere with function and cause iron deficiency anaemia.

Menstruation in space may result in dysmenorrhoea, menorrhagia and anaemia. This may be of particular importance because spaceflight is associated with a reduction in haemoglobin concentration, further predisposing astronauts to developing anaemia. In addition, some authorities believe that menstruation in microgravity predisposes female astronauts to endometriosis by enhancing ‘retrograde menstruation’, the process by which viable endometrial cells are carried backwards through the Fallopian tubes during menstruation. Female astronauts may already be predisposed to endometriosis due to the high levels of radiation encountered in space. Studies using irradiated monkeys have identified radiation as a predisposing factor for the development of endometriosis and in the 1970s NASA found this evidence sufficiently compelling to prohibit females with any history of endometriosis from becoming astronauts.

Dysmenorrhoea, menorrhagia or endometriosis in a female astronaut in space could prevent her from fulfilling her duties and potentially jeopardise the success of a mission.
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The COC is an effective and safe treatment for dysmenorrhoea,\textsuperscript{15} menorrhagia\textsuperscript{24} and endometriosis.\textsuperscript{25}

**Malignant gynaecological conditions**

Malignant gynaecological conditions are also of importance. Endometrial cancer is a common malignancy and 25\% of tumours occur in premenopausal women.\textsuperscript{26} Of relevance, nulliparity is associated with a three-fold increased risk of developing the disease and 70\% of female astronauts have not had a child by the time they enter space.\textsuperscript{18} Ovarian cancer is the most common gynaecological cause of death.\textsuperscript{26} It is more commonly found in women over the age of 40 years and is also more common in women who have not had children. Female astronauts are therefore also at risk of developing ovarian cancer.

Presentation of such cancers during a long-duration space mission (e.g. a mission to Mars) could prove disastrous. It is estimated that such a mission would take at least 3 years and no early return to Earth for treatment would be possible.

Several large-scale trials have demonstrated that the COC reduces the risk of developing endometrial cancer or ovarian cancer by up to 50\%.\textsuperscript{27,28} Thus, in combination with careful pre-flight screening, the COC could be a useful method of minimising the risk of gynaecological malignancies during a mission of long duration.

**Musculoskeletal effects of the COC in space**

**Bone loss**

Spaceflight is associated with an increase in bone reabsorption and a decrease in bone formation. Bone loss in space is thought to arise due to a combination of reduced skeletal loading, low light levels and high ambient CO\textsubscript{2} concentrations.\textsuperscript{5}

On Earth, gravity plays a vital role in the maintenance of bone strength. This is demonstrated by studies on patients who are wheelchair-bound. Although such patients lose considerable bone mass in their lower extremities, their lumbar spine, which still experiences gravitational loading, remains unaffected.\textsuperscript{29} In space, gravitational mechanical loading of bone does not occur and bone remodelling is reduced. This adversely affects the integrity of the bone.

Activated vitamin D is an important factor in skeletal mineralisation. One step in the formation of active vitamin D is the isomerisation of pro-vitamin D\textsubscript{3} into active vitamin D\textsubscript{3} through the action of ultraviolet light on the skin. During long stays in space, astronauts suffer a paucity of ultraviolet light exposure, resulting in poor mineralisation of bone.\textsuperscript{6}

The third threat to an astronaut’s skeleton comes from the high CO\textsubscript{2} concentrations onboard modern spacecraft. Chronic exposure to CO\textsubscript{2} results in a respiratory acidosis. To maintain homeostasis, bone reabsorption increases, providing carbonates and phosphates to act as a buffer.\textsuperscript{31,32} On Earth, CO\textsubscript{2} comprises 0.03\% of the atmosphere. However, in a space shuttle it can make up 1\% of the atmosphere.\textsuperscript{6}

Studies from the Skylab programme in the 1970s showed that this bone loss in astronauts can be dramatic. A 1-month stay in space resulted in a loss of 0.3\% of total body calcium.\textsuperscript{33} More recent studies have shown that daily urinary calcium loss increases with increasing duration in space, suggesting that bone loss accelerates the longer an astronaut stays in space (Figure 1). Data from the
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\caption{Daily urinary calcium excretion increases with increasing duration in space\textsuperscript{34}}
\end{figure}

1. Compiled from Data in the Life Sciences Data Archive.
2. Data from mission Gemini VII, Skylab 2-4, Shuttle, Salyut 7, Soyuz 9.
3. Life Sciences Data Archive does not independently verify results.
4. L- means launch minus x-days, FD means flight day.
International Space Station has demonstrated that weight-bearing areas of the skeleton, such as the hip, may lose up to 1.7% of bone mineral each month. Astronauts on a long-duration spaceflight are therefore at a greatly increased risk of fracture.

The current NASA space programme uses exercise regimes, involving high-impact loading of the upper extremities, to minimise bone loss. Whilst these regimes have some effect, an astronaut would need to exercise for more than 7 hours each day to entirely prevent bone loss. This is impractical and as a consequence some bone loss does occur.

The COC has been shown to increase bone density in premenopausal women and the magnitude of this effect may be comparable to that of bisphosphonates. The first study exposed 100 women subjects to low pressure atmospheres in an altitude chamber. The study found that in the second half of the menstrual cycle, users of the COC were twice as likely to suffer from DCS symptoms as non-users (Figure 2). The second study reported on retrospective questionnaires completed by 150 women who had suffered from DCS. This study found a significantly increased incidence of DCS in women over the age of 33 years who used the COC. Since many female astronauts will be over the age of 33 years by the time they enter space, such a finding could be significant.

The evidence linking the COC to DCS remains weak and the importance of any effect is uncertain. However, this situation may change as more research is performed.

Other effects of the COC relevant to spaceflight

Breast cancer

Breast cancer is the most common female malignancy and affects 13% of women. Whilst breast cancer is more common in the elderly, women of all ages can develop the disease. Since nulliparity is a risk factor for the development of breast cancer, female astronauts may be at a higher risk of developing the disease than other women of their age.

If a female astronaut was to develop breast cancer during a 3-year mission to Mars the consequences could be disastrous. Returning to Earth for therapy would be impossible and by the time definitive treatment was available the individual’s prognosis may be poor.

The COC may increase the risk of breast cancer in users. One meta-analysis of 150,000 women concluded that usage of the COC was associated with a relative risk of developing breast cancer of 1.24.46

If the COC predisposes to breast cancer, every effort must be made to prevent it from occurring during a long-duration mission. Some protection could be provided by exhaustive pre-screening before flight and excluding candidates who are thought to have a significant risk of developing breast cancer.

Motion sickness

Motion sickness is a collection of symptoms (nausea, vomiting, drowsiness, cold sweats) that occur in novel motion environments. Its aetiology is incompletely understood, but more than 80% of astronauts develop motion sickness symptoms after entering space. Severe, uncontrollable motion sickness could prevent an astronaut from fulfilling their duties and must therefore be avoided.

Two recent, small studies have suggested that susceptibility to motion sickness is related to the menstrual cycle. The first study examined 27 women participants in the Global Challenge Round the World Yacht Race. Participants completed the Reason Motion Sickness Test 1 hour before a 90-minute high-g flight and 24 hours after menstruation had ceased. The results showed that women were significantly more susceptible to motion sickness on the day of menstruation, compared with other days of the cycle.

Figure 2: Decompression sickness (DCS) susceptibility in the second half of the menstrual cycle is increased by the combined oral contraceptive pill (COC). The dotted line represents COC use and the solid line represents no COC use.
Questionnaire,\textsuperscript{48} kept logs of motion sickness symptoms and provided detailed information about their menstrual cycle. From analysing this information, the authors concluded that “motion sickness was related to the menstrual cycle” and that women were most at risk from Day 0 to Day 5 of their cycle. The effect was large and incidence at Day 5 of the cycle was five-fold greater than incidence at Day 15 (Figure 3).\textsuperscript{47} The more recent study used a cross-coupled mechanical chair to induce motion sickness in the laboratory environment amongst 12 women volunteers,\textsuperscript{49} concluding that women were most susceptible to motion sickness at Day 5 of their menstrual cycle and that susceptibility to motion sickness is reduced in the latter half of the cycle.

Unfortunately there is as yet no satisfactory explanation as to why this should be the case.\textsuperscript{50,51} Regardless, if changes in endogenous hormone levels affect motion sickness susceptibility, exogenous hormone administration should have similar effects. At the time of writing, this issue remains un-addressed by the scientific literature.\textsuperscript{52}

Venous thromboembolism

Venous thromboembolism (VTE) is a serious cause of morbidity and mortality. Unfortunately there is very little research into how spaceflight affects the risk of thrombus formation. There are three reasons why astronauts may be at an increased risk of VTE compared to the general population. First, before takeoff and before landing astronauts spend several hours stationary. Studies on airplane passengers have shown that immobilisation, perhaps even for as little as 4 hours,\textsuperscript{54} is a strong risk factor for thrombus formation. In addition, many astronauts intentionally dehydrate themselves in order to avoid needing to urinate in the periods before takeoff and landing (D Cohen, research physiologist at the Kennedy Space Center, personal communication, 21 October 2006). Dehydration also increases the risk of thrombus formation.\textsuperscript{55} The third reason that astronauts may be at an increased risk of thrombus formation is that spaceflight is associated with a reduction in circulating plasma volume. The exact mechanism for this remains unclear, but the effect can be significant and has been measured as a 17% reduction after only 24 hours in space.\textsuperscript{16} This may have the effect of concentrating components involved in thrombus formation, thereby increasing the likelihood of thrombus occurring.

If a venous thrombus or venous embolus was to develop during spaceflight, medicinal treatments, such as the use of thrombolytic and anticoagulant drugs, could be administered in space. However, more drastic treatments, such as surgical clot removal or the insertion of a vena cava filter, would not be possible.

Use of the COC is known to increase the risk of venous thrombosis\textsuperscript{56} and the risk is particularly great in obese women and women aged over 40 years.\textsuperscript{77}

Whilst fitness requirements make obesity in astronauts unlikely, care must still be taken to avoid the development of VTE in female astronauts taking the COC, particularly because the majority of experienced astronauts are aged over 40 years.

**Conclusions**

The COC has been extensively studied and is known to have a wide range of physiological effects. Some of these effects are particularly relevant to the unique environment of space.

The COC could benefit female astronauts through its contraceptive action, by preventing menstrual problems, by reducing the risk of gynaecological cancers and by preventing bone loss in space. These effects are well established and would be of benefit during a long-duration space mission. Such benefits must be balanced against the potential risks: the possible increased risk of breast cancer and VTE.

There are also early indications that the COC could increase susceptibility to both DCS and motion sickness. It is important that as more research is completed, the suitability of using the COC in space is kept under constant review.
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